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Bear Complex Q&A 
 With Dr. Dave McRuer 
 

 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 
Congowings:  
Hello Dr. Dave - :-) 
 

 
Congowings:  
I have my drawing up. 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh yes the drawing!! 
 

                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Congo has come to see her super hero!  

 
Congowings:  
I love that drawing of my hero. 
 

Comment From Sally in SoCal  
YAY! Am I here on time? Hello everyone!  
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
YAY! Made it in time to catch the tour and Dr. Dave!! Hello everyone...Hi Congowings too...!  

 
Dr. Dave:  
Hello everyone!Great to be here! 
 

 
Comment From VA Kris  
Hello Dr. Dave. Welcome back to the chat room.  
 
Comment From Kali - TX  
hi, dr dave! welcome!  
 
Comment From JK in TN  
Hey Dr. Dave  
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Comment From 33mama  
Hi Dr. Dave! Hi Amanda! Hi Congowings! Ready for the tour!  
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Hello hero Dr. Dave!  
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
HI Dr. Dave, you have a lot of hero worshipers here! Aren't you the bees knees.  
 
Comment From dj  
Hi Dr. Dave....always a treat to have you here!  
 
Comment From Jackie in CA  
Peeking in from work. Ready for the tour!  
 
Comment From Peggy from Pungo(VABeach)  
Good afternoon, Dr. Dave  
 
Comment From Barb in NJ  
Hi Dr. Dave. Welcome back! Who is your avatar?  
 
Comment From Christine in Indiana  
Good afternoon Dr. Dave  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So I think we're going to start with some of the questions that have come in for Dr. Dave already 
 
 
Dr. Dave:  
Lots of wonderful questions from everyone! I'll do my best to answer them. 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And if they are about items, I will pan to them on cam! 
 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And then after that we can take a spin around. 
 

 
Comment From Sue in Honolulu  
Good morning Dr. Dave... so excited to see you!  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
Hello Dr. Dave, welcome!  
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal  
Clapping, clapping, happy dance....our hero is in the room! Hello Dr.Dave.  
 
Comment From VA Kris  
Congo looks so happy  

http://dr.dave/
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Comment From BarbB  
Hello Dr Dave! Thxs for taking time to be with us today. Also, hello Ms Congowings!  
 
Comment From dj  
oh, the sun is out in Virginia!!!  
 
Comment From GN  
The bear corrals are so big that Dr. Dave could never hunt me down and shoot me.  
 
Comment From Sally in SoCal  
Hello Dr. Dave and AA  
 
Comment From Max  
I made it... DH is here watching too :)  
 
Comment From Elizabeth in TN  
Poor Dr. Dave--so much to live up to LOL!  
 

Congowings:  
Hello to everyone. Nice to see so many here today. 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hello all 518 people! 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It's a party! 
 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Phew! Made it. Been decorating a bit. Hi Dr. Dave!!  
 
Comment From Kathryn in MI  
Hello Dr. Dave. Waiting patiently  
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
If it's possible to do so could you please put my question on hold for Dr. Dave. I have to work during his chat this 
afternoon. Thanks so much! Hi Dr. Dave thank you for spending time on the blog and being a superhero of WCV. What I 
was wondering is, will the bears once sedated for their move be given a brief exam? I know that raptors and birds in 
care get a feet and feather check, would there be something similar for the bears, a paws and fur check perhaps? 
Thanks! :)  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Great question. One of the disadvantages to working with larger, potentially more dangerous patients, is that we 
don’t get to handle them as much as our smaller animals. Rather than handle them to assess their physical 

condition and weight, we are left to subjectively judge their body condition score and weight. We can learn a lot from 
their behaviors and the cams REALLY help when it comes to observing them eat. None-the-less, we would love to 
perform physical examinations more often and will definitely take advantage to the opportunity when we sedate and 
move them to the new enclosure. If all goes well, we’ll perform the following: 1) obtain their weight, 2) scan them to 
see if the microchip is still in place 3) replace microchips that may have fallen out, 4) Observe their feet for signs of 
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wear, 5) check their mouths for oral health, 6) draw blood for routine blood work, 7) try to get a fecal sample for 
parasites, 8) Likely give an antiparasitic injection, 9) Palpate overall body condition. This will all be done with the 
sedated animals. 
 
Comment From Melinda in NC  
Hello to all of CN, AA, Congo and Dr. Dave!!  
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine  
It is ALWAYS a party on the Critter Cam chat, AA!!!  
 
Comment From VA Kris  
Hi Dr. Dave. In your wildest dreams did you imagine WCV caring for 17 bear cubs at one time? How will WCV feed these 
animals once they are in the BB complex?  
 

Dr. Dave:  
Great question. Here’s the plan: 
Once in the new enclosures, we’ll be reducing the number of care givers allowed to go near the bears. We know 

that bears will habituate on certain people (especially those delivering food) but this doesn’t mean they will habituate 
to people in general. By reducing the number of care givers, we’re maximizing the chances of success and minimizing 
the chances of bear/human interaction in the future.  
 

 
Dr. Dave:  
The bear care-givers (permanent rehab staff) will be responsible for moving the bears from their large pen to 
the transition pens each day so that staff can then gain access to the main pens in order to hide food under 

leaves, up trees, under logs/rocks, etc. ‘Shifting” the bears will be a training endeavor but bears are smart and definitely 
motivated by food. Hiding the food in the main enclosures will mean the bears will need to forage for their food rather 
than just eat it from a giant pile. This concept of closer relationships with the bears is new for the WCV but is becoming 
the accepted manner to raise captive bears. Post-release studies have not shown that these bears are more or less likely 
to become problem bears once released compared to other rearing strategies. 

 
Dr. Dave:  
There may be some obvious hitches with this plan. If the weather turns cold and the bears decide to stay in their 
dens rather than come out for food …. C’est la vie. We’ll let them sleep. If training the bears to shift each day 

becomes problematic in the remaining time they have left in captivity, we can always distribute the food remotely from 
the towers. We also plan to build some sling-shots to scatter food across the pen and get the bears to forage for it 
rather than “go for the pile”. 
 
Comment From VA Kris  
A sling shot is a great idea. I can see the pumpkins flying now.  
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Oh dear, sling shots and STAC. GN watch out!  
 
Comment From Melinda in NC  
oooo!! Like the sling-shot idea!  
 
Comment From dj  
catapults may work as well.  
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Comment From ♥Jakermo♥  
Dr Dave: Can you tell us how the bears will adjust once they are released since they are pretty used to humans? [I mean 
what YOU think] Also, you and Buddy looked Fabulous at the GALA!!  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Another great question. I think the bears will be just fine. The main reason for a January release is to limit the 
number of bear/human interactions that might occur immediately after release. There is a hunting season for 

bears in Virginia which closes in early January like most of the other seasons. At this time, people generally leave the 
woods for several months making it free and clear for the animals. Since the weather is cold and the bears are well fed, 
the cubs will most likely settle down and nap since food will be scare that time of year. By giving them lots of time 
without humans and by releasing them in remote and wild areas in Virginia, we’re giving the cub’s instincts a chance to 
kick in. I have no doubt that this will occur and they will be fearful of all humans in no time. 
 
Comment From ♥Jakermo♥  
Oh, good information. I didn't realize about people in the woods. Not many woods around here.  
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Oh I have this visual of food flying form sling shots:) That would make a good cartoon  
 
Comment From Jackie in CA  
Wow, the cam clarity is amazing! I can see a leaf moving in the breeze!  
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
Do you think the bears behavior will change at all in the larger area?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Most definitely! After talking to other bear rehabilitators, the bears will likely head straight for the trees! It is 
also likely that they may stay in the trees .... potentially for days .... before coming down. This will be their 

natural behavior and it is nothing to worry about. They have lots of food reserves (:)) and will be in no danger of 
malnutrition. The cubs may also stay up in the trees during storms and everything! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I don't know, they look so thin. 
 

 
Comment From cwerb  
hee hee...yeah they sure look scraggly and underfed...  
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
LOL Amanda think you need glasses  
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Sort of like "Punkin Chunkin"! :o)  

 
Congowings:  
Which bears are you watching, Amanda? 
 

 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
The little girl may be small, but she has tree smarts!  
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Comment From Barb in NJ  
Overworked and underfed. Oh wait, that's me, Overfed and underworked.  
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
Are you planning on moving specific bears first to the big yard or will it be a by chance opportunity?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Our hope is to place a bigger bear and a smaller bear in two enclosures (4 bears total) to test the pens before 
releasing the rest of the pack. If a cubs finds a weak spot and escapes, they have LOTS of reserves to survive. 

Chances are that if they do breach the inner pens, they'll be confined by the outer perimeter fence and we can 'easily" 
dart them from there to return them ... once we fix the flaw of course. The bears will show us where we goofed up ... 
you can bet on that. 
 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
Very glad there will be 'trail run' before all bears put in. Very good plan, sir.  
 
Comment From Sandy from Yorktown  
So Dr Dave, how did you like your drawing of you with gorilla man.If you didn't get a copy of it let me know and I will get 
you one. I would love to know who won that in the auction. Thank you for all you do for wildlife  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
I definitely had a good chuckle of the drawing that's for sure. the artist did an incredible job and I'm just happy 
that the money earned from the gala will go to support our efforts. I must say that I'm a little worried about how 

staff members may use the picture in teh future. I'm sure more laughs will be had :) 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
If one should find a way to escape, I'm betting on little girl!  
 
Comment From cwerb  
if there is any way to escape, no doubt they will discover that in two seconds flat!  
 
Comment From ♥Jakermo♥  
Right, the little girl still has skills.  
 
Comment From CarolynSC  
So glad to finally make it here for a LIVE tour! I usually see everything on delay.  
 
Comment From cwerb  
it looks so vast! They're certainly going to appreciate not having to bump into each other all the time.  
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Sandy Ms CONGOWINGS has it! Dr Dave is HER hero after all!  
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
****Question for Dr. Dave (in case I can;t get here in time). Can you talk about the ways in which you will add food to to 
new complex in order to prvide a variety of different locations of delivery? (Ed talked about possible use of pulley 
systems to vary the drop location when he gave a tour to some of us recently) Thanks  
 
 
 

http://man.if/
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 Dr. Dave:  
In addition to the towers and the sling-shots delivering food, we also plan to add enrichment delivering food 
devices in the future. While it may not happen right away, we do have plans to eventually add high wires across 

the pens so we can position buckets of food frozen in water over the pens. These buckets will have most of the bottom 
cut out so as the food/ice thaws, bits of food will “magically” appear from the sky. This will certainly help the bears 
forage and become less dependant on scheduled food drops. We’d also like to add some concrete boulders with PVC 
pipe embedded throughout. We can place food in these shoots and make the bears work for their food rather than go 
for a pile. 
 
Comment From cwerb  
what a great idea! I love the idea of food falling from they sky.  
 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
Whoa. this latest info re boulders, buckets in the sky sounds waaaay to complicated for me. Will be interesting!!  
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Dr. Dave, are you going to put a certain numbers of cubs per day in the new enclosures? If not, how will you do it?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
Thanks for asking that. Each enclosure is designed to house 10 growing cubs over the course of a year. In our 
case, we'll start by having 8 cubs in one and 9 in another. While they will still be able to see each other across 

the fence, we do intend to keep to separate groups as it will reduce feeding competition, be less stressful on the 
vegetation in each enclosure, and make it easier to transition and capture the bears for release next month. 
 
Comment From Sally in SoCal  
Food falling from the sky...well, as long as they don't get clocked by a watermellon!  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
For Dr. Dave...since the 16 have had the advantage of three meals a day, is it possible for the little girl to catch up with 
them in growth once in the wild?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
In short … yes. While the speed at which a cub grows depends a lot on the amount of food available to them, 
they do have a finite body size which relates to the size of their skeletal frame. With an abundance of food, they 

can certainly increase their muscle and fat stores and this will give the bear a much higher body condition score. While 
it may take a little longer for the small cub to catch up to the others, she will eventually get there.  
It is important to keep in mind that the “little girl” was in great body condition when she came to the center. The rest of 
the herd (is there a name for a group of bears?) are almost double the size of their wild brethren do to the abundance 
of food provided at the WCV. When the little cub is released next month, she will be FAR ahead of wild cubs already 
denned up for the winter.  
 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
You and others must have spent HOURS with all this pre=planning. Congrat's on having the stamina mentally!! Whew  
 
Comment From cwerb  
sleuth of bears :)  
 
Comment From cwerb  
or sloth of bears.  
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Yep.....a sloth of bears  
 
Comment From Fancycatnip  
a 'sloth' or a 'sleuth' is a group of bears  
 
Comment From Elizabeth in TN  
Will we be able to see anything much on cam once the trees leaf out? If not, no biggie--the bears will be happy! Just 
wondering.  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
That's a good question, I guess we'll just have to wait and see. Over time, the bears will certainly denude a lot of the 
undergrowth and trees so I suspect that eventually there won't be a lot of leave to hide them from the cams. We are 
placing barriers around many trees to prevent them from climbing so that the bears will always have shade in the pens. 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC  
Hi,Dr. Dave! If a bear has some kind of problem, would it be kept inside until it's resolved?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
If we notice that a cub is not doing well, we will certainly isolate it in one of the transition areas and sedate and 
examine. If we need to isolate for longer periods of time then we'll move the bear to the Large Mammal 

Isolation for follow-up 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Just a note to any new folks who are joining us -- welcome! We have a lot of people on right now (for the 
famous Dr. Dave) and we are keeping up as best we can with questions! Dr. Dave is answering what he can, so 

please be patient if you don't see your comment/question immediately posted. 
 
Comment From Shirley from WI  
how big are the dens?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
The dens are roughly 3 feet wide and 6 feet deep. We've learned that if we make the dens too large then teh 
cubs won't use them. My guess is that the cubs will make the dens larger themselves by digging back into the 

hillside under the den structures. 
 
Comment From Fancycatnip  
famous Dr. Dave...sounds like he should be selling cookies..lol  

 
Congowings:  
Don't start on cookies now . . .   
 

 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
Wd be fun to see one climb up the tree, then onto a limb with a monkey-type maneuver like in the jungle. Maybe GN 
could demo for it.  
 
Comment From Fancycatnip  
it will be very interesting when the first bears go into the outdoor pens...wow!...hope I'm home to watch  
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Comment From Dori  
Wow, just got here and happy Dr. Dave is still on. Will stay live and scroll later.  
 
Comment From Sue from MA  
What is the target date now for the pens to be used?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
Fingers crossed, stars aligned, 4 leaf clover intact ..... we're hoping in the next 2-3 weeks but it will depend on 
weather. Rain slows construction but we're almost there! 

 
Comment From Kali - TX  
so you're saying that kelli, amber and kelsey will actually be going into the pens every day?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
That's the plan. We'll adjust strategies if needed. 
 

Comment From cwerb  
Will it alter release plans if the bears all hunker down in their dens -- won't they get all discombobulated waking up in a 
strange new place in the wild after they have already denned?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
great question. If the bears decide to go down for a winters nap then we'll stop or slow feeding. No need to 
disorientate the bears or waste food that is not being consumed. 

 
Comment From Laura  
What have you learned the most by observing/taking care of these bears?  

 
Dr. Dave:  
I think that bears don't fit the "angry animal" stereotype that human like to place on them. Bears are very 
accommodating to other bears and its rare that they become aggressive with each other. Introducing small bears 

to larger ones really is not a problem and we'll remember this for future years. 
 
Comment From Orchid  
I missed the tour yesterday. Are you going to move the camera around today? I'd love to see it please.  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep. While Dr. Dave is attending to his very (very very) long string of questions, I'll pan around the enclosure. 
We'll start with enclosure #1 (taking note of dens and trees), and then will pan into enclosure #2 and back 

around. We'll then switch cams to the other complex cam and will look into enclosure #2 and will review some water 
features. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Dr Dave I have a NX question. When the transmitter runs out, will she just fly around with the transmitter on her for the 
rest of her life?  
 

Dr. Dave:  
Yes. If she is ever captured again (which is possible given the amount of research going on with eagles in the 
eastern coastal plain) then the backpack will be removed and refurbished for another bird. If she is not captured, 

the backpack should not interfere with her behaviors. 
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Comment From dj  
how are you going to manage herding the bears into the transition area every day?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
The plan is to use operant conditioning. We'll initially feed the bears in the transition area and when they enter 
through the gates, we'll assign a "bridge" this will be a noise that will indicate reward (yummy yummy food). It 

may take a while to get this behavior intact but eventually we should be able to make the noise and teh bears will come 
running. Given that we only have 1 month, this may work better on next years crop. The benefit is that our staff can 
safely enter the main enclosure without having bears to contend with. 
 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
Dr Dave. are there enough big trees in the complex for the bears to be up in? To support their weigh?  

 
Dr. Dave:  
Hopefully :) The forest in our area is not that old but we do have a number of big oaks that will likely house the 
entire "sloth" if needed 

 
Comment From Elaine-VAB  
Will the presence of large birds, such as raptors and vultures be a problem?  

 
Dr. Dave:  
The cubs will see them in the wild in just over a month so lets hope not. I suspect larger birds aren't even on their 
radar even if they decide to come and roost on the towers or stroll around the enclosures. 

 
Comment From JK in TN  
How long will you give the first group to find any flaws????  
 

Dr. Dave:  
Likely a couple of days in the transition areas and a couple of days in the main pens. This of course is all subject 
to chance once we see how the bears interact with their new digs. 

 
Comment From Orchid  
Oops...Amanda, thanks for the tour! Amazing camera. Hugs and kisses for doing it.  
 
Comment From ♥Jakermo♥  
Will we get to see that part, where you are testing the bears?  
 

Dr. Dave:  
Yet to be decided :) 
 

Comment From Barb in NJ  
Are you or someone else going to be up in the towers During and right after the move, waiting with a dart gun. In case 
one tries to escape?  

 
Dr. Dave:  
We'll definitely be ready with darts and sedation but I think we'll mostly be monitoring on the cams so that our 
presence doesn't interfere with their exploration of the new pens. 

 
Comment From Fancycatnip  
they will be like kids with new toys!  
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Comment From Sue from MA�  
Dr. Dave, will you be reducing the amount of food you give them to help them forage as they will after release? Thank 
you (for EVERYTHING!)  

 
Dr. Dave:  
hi Sue. We'll take our ques from the bears. If they become less active then we'll reduce the amount of food. We 
really don't have "hard" winters here in Virginia and bears don't undergo a true hibernation. Instead they are 

wondering around on nice days, sleeping during cold days, etc. If we were to stop feeding tomorrow, the cubs would 
likely curl up and sleep. That's of course if we ever get to cold weather. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(it's 67 right now) 
 

 
Comment From Denise in PA  
What still remains to be done to finish the new complex?  
 

Dr. Dave:  
hi Denise,  
we still need to put up another couple of runs of panel liner .... Amanda if you please .... 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ta da ... 
 

 
Dr. Dave:  
We also need to finish the perimeter fence on the down-slope side .... 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
You can see how much they did in the past day if you were on tour yesterday! 
 
 
Dr. Dave:  
There are a number of gates that needs to be installed or completed ..... 
 

 
Dr. Dave:  
the hot wires are being installed but are only 25% done 
 

 
Dr. Dave:  
Those are to keep wild bears out :) 
 

 
Dr. Dave:  
We will also be doing some final road work when the heavy equipment is done. 
 

 
Comment From Carol - Nj  
How many dens in each enclosure?  
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 Dr. Dave:  
Hi Carol,  
 

Each main pen has 5 dens and the transition pens have 1 den. The cubs will likely pack themselves in so there are 
plenty. A rehab group in Ontario had 13 cubs denning up in one box last year! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
A lot of progress since last week...kudos!  
 
Comment From VA Kris  
You know, I never once thought about bears being in the trees when I'm out in the woods...until I got to WCV cams. I'm 
anxious to see how much they weigh. Do you think they're over 100 lbs.? How will you estimate the dart dose?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
Great question. I do suspect that many of our cubs are near 100lbs. We'll probably start from there with a 
conservative dose on a larger bear and then "top-up" accordingly. Once we have an idea on the first bear, the 

others should be much easier. 
 
Comment From cwerb  
pretty view!  
 
Comment From Dori  
Even in their current home they sleep in a pile.  
 
Comment From Orchid  
Can you show me where the transition area is?  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Right there! 
 

 
Comment From Guest  
Question for Dr. Dave: If all goes well, how many days will it take tomove all bears to the new pen?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
If all goes well, we'll move the first 4 in one day. If the pens contain the little monsters like they're designed, 
then we plan to move the rest over a 2-3 day period. 

 
Comment From GN  
What happens if the bear on the bottom of the pile has to go to the bathroom? Do the rest all have to get up? Every 
time I go to a movie, someone in the middle of the row has to go and everyone else has to be disturbed.  
 
Comment From BAC in Williamsburg  
Dr Dave, do you do all the darting and do you have different darts for different size animals?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
Our vet staff will do all the darting for moving the bears from their current enclosure into the new one. It will like 
be split up between Dr. Rich, Dr. Kristin, and myself. the darts are all the same size but we can adjust the volume 

of drug based on the size of the bear. 
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Comment From Sally in SoCal  
LOL, oh GN (comment at 4:50)  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
LOL GN!  
 
Comment From Vicki, Upstate NY  
Hello Dr. Dave. Was wondering if you hadn't built the current enclosure would you had released the bears sooner as the 
small cement enclosures would surely be very cramped by now.  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Hi Vicki, that's a great question but harder to answer. we likely would have released all bear cubs earlier last 
summer which would not have been ideal. Quality of life, which comes first and foremost in my eyes, would 

have been compromised by keeping so many bears in such a small enclosure. 
 
Comment From Kathryn in MI  
Are there going to be any other kinds of enrichment items like balls, hammocks ore tires?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
Likely all of the above !!!! 
 

 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
The old/current block enclosure will still be used for 'critical' watch/care?  
 

 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Correct. The Bear Pens will just be used in the way that they were designed -- for sick/injured bears that need 
confinement. 

 
Comment From TrishMN♪♫  
Who came up with the bucket in the sky plan/ Being used somewhere currently?+  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
This technique is currently being used for providing raptor chicks that are being hacked in teh wild with food. 
Place a bag of mice frozen in a bag of ice over the nest containing the chicks. Make sure the corner is cut out. As 

the ice thaws, the mice fall into the mouse and are delivered to the chicks just like the parents would. If it works for 
raptors, why not try it on bears ?? 
 
Comment From Peggy from Pungo(VABeach)  
What's the plan for any new bears that come in? Hope it doesn't happen but...  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
we'll take it one bear at a time :) 
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Comment From Kay  
Do you think that there will be the same amount of orphans in the future? Can the enclosures be used for any other 
animal?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
I suspect that bears will become more and more common at the WCV as habitat shrinks and bear populations 
rise. I suspect next spring we'll be inundated with emaciated yearlings since the mast crop is so poor this year. In 

theory we could put other animals in teh enclosures but it will depend on the number of bears which will have priority. 
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
Do bears, in the wild, constantly move around their territory or do they stay in one place as long as food is sufficient?  
 

 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Age and gender come into play with how much they roam -- according to DGIF, "Female black bears have 
smaller home ranges (1 to 50 square miles) than males (10 to 290 square miles). A male's home range may 

overlap several female home ranges. Bears may move further in times of less food like early spring. Dispersing yearlings, 
especially males, looking for new home ranges may also travel a great distance." 
 
Comment From Ellie, NJ  
I am wondering if the bears will miss the party-like atmosphere of fraternity house. Do you suppose they will embrace a 
solitary existence once released after having spent their formative years with 16 brothers and sisters?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
I suspect all the natural enrichment will keep these guys occupied! 
 

Comment From Doris  
AA, the cars I see in the background....is that I64?  

 
 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep! 
 

Comment From SalGal  
Dr. Dave, thanks for being here this afternoon! How much water do the automatic waterers and the larger tubs hold?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Each automatic waterer can hold approximately 1 gallon of water. While this seems like a small amount, the 
waters automatically fill up so the water supply is actually endless. The bathing pools located in each enclosure 

can hold approximately 350 gallons of water and are sloped from 0 – 2 feet in depth. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Since there is a smaller nut crop this year could it be possible the amount of cubs born next spring will be less and that 
will help to not have as many bears coming thru your doors?  
 

 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, that's the thought. Mast crop poor = not as many cubs. But ... as Dr. Dave said ... we suspect we'll see 
some emaciated yearlings. 

 
Comment From Shirley from WI  
Thank you all for that you do and have done  
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Comment From GN  
Dr. Dave, I know you (and Miranda) took part in the Virginia Bear Management Plan which included bear population 
objectives throughout the state. Will this study be used when releasing the bears?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Most certainly GN. VDGIF will be responsible for determining where the cubs will be released and this depends 
on the best habitat. The Virginia Bear Management Plan did a fantastic job of documenting current conditions 

and it will most certainly play a role. 
 
Comment From Kali - TX  
is that really I64, or is it delphine ave?  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, sorry, forgot exactly where we were pointed. You can see both S. Delphine and I-64 from the tower. 
 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We were watching both, yesterday ... 
 

  
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
Thank you Congo's hero for being with us today!  
 
Comment From cwerb  
that's another great view. all it's missing is some bears  
 
Comment From dj  
will the bears be very vocal? Would you be able to hear them from WCV building?  

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We can hear them now, when they sometimes get in a tussle! 
 

 
Comment From Guest  
This will be the premier bear rehab facility in Virginia. Do you anticipate receiving bears from all over the 
commonwealth?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
If bears are in need of medical or rearing assistance, then we will certainly accept bears from across the State. 
The most important thing is to try to keep family units together and not take bears that should be in the wild. 

We work very closely with our partners at VDGIF and we make many of these difficult decisions together. 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Never imagined you'd spend so much time with us answering questions so thoroughly. Thanks very much for your 
valuable expertise, Dr. Dave!  
 
Comment From Luv4Critters  
Dr. Dave, are you concerned about the amount of time the bears will ultimately spend in the pen? Is a month long 
enough?  
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 Dr. Dave:  
While a longer time period would be nice, its more important to gets these cubs back to the wild. A January 
release means lots of time in the woods along without many humans and this will give them the best 

opportunity to adjust to their new homes. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think we're down to our final seven questions ... :) 
 

 
Comment From Peggy from Pungo(VABeach)  
You must already be making arrangements for where the bears will be released. Have you decided how many will be 
released at a time?  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
The release will likely take place over 1-2 days and the cubs will be split up to be released in 3-4 different sites 
across the state. 

 
Comment From sue in CT  
once moved if the bears denning more than awake, will the release into the wild be delayed  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
If the bears are asleep ... it will make it even easier to dart them :) When they wake up, they will be in their new 
home! 

 
Comment From BarbG  
love all the questions and answers-learning so much-thanks  
 
Comment From Peggy from Pungo(VABeach)  
Thanks, Dr. Dave and Amanda for the tour.  
 
Comment From Fancycatnip  
just sitting here looking at the cam...is the inside fence as high as the outside fence? or vice versa  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
The inside fence is 10 feet high and the outside fence is only 8 feet high. 
 

Comment From Sally in SoCal  
Is there a reason why they bears would not all be release together in the same spot?  
 

 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
that would be chaos! :) Since there is no roving herd of 17 cubs found in the wild ... it makes more sense to 
split them up. For everyone's sake! 

 
Comment From Shirley from WI  
another question what if some of the cubs have bonded and they get separated by the dif enclosures. seems sad to me 
or will they get over it?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
Hi Shirley. I'm sure that bonds exist right now just as they would in wild cubs. The psychological health of these 
bears is almost as important as their physical health but I'm afraid we don't have a great idea of who is bonded 

to whom. Cubs get separated in the wild all the time but if we can move bonded cubs, then we will. 
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Comment From cwerb  
thank you Dr. Dave! this has been beary informative ;)  
 
Comment From Laurie Va. Bch  
Thank you so much Dr. Dave and Amanda I was just lurking and learning..  
 
Comment From kimbfuva  
What is that panel liner made of? Bear claws won't pierce it?  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
the panel liner i made of a very tough plastic used to line the beds of dump trucks. This makes the loads slide out 
more easily. Bear claws may scratch this but it shouldn't puncture. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Final two questions ... how are those fingers, Dr. Dave? 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(that was not one of the final two questions) 
 

 
Comment From IllinoisObserver  
If complex is not finished until first of January, will the bears be moved or just held where they are until release? Thank 
you.  

 
 Dr. Dave:  
If the bear enclosure isn't done until the first of January then heads are going to roll. These cubs need their new 
space quickly and our construction team is moving as fast as weather will allow. I'm confident that the new 

enclosure will be done soon. 
 
Comment From Sally in SoCal  
Thanks Amanda, after I hit the send button on my question about releasing all the bears together I thought...What am I 
thinking? That would be nuts!!! LOL  
 
Comment From GN  
If I wanted to ask another question, would this be it?  
 
Comment From Sue from ♥MA� ♥  
Dr. Dave, how many people from what walks of life designed and planned these pens? They seem extremely well 
thought out.  
 

 Dr. Dave:  
we consulted with MANY people to design and construct these pens. Woodlands Wildlife in NJ and the Black 
Bear Solar Institute in TN were instrumental in the initial planning. These groups have years of experience and 

were amazing to share their knowledge with us. We also gathered ideas from zoos, and bear sanctuaries (check out 
Animals Asia). Kjellstrom and Lee Construction have been instrumental in the actual building phase and have had to do 
a lot of thinking outside of the box to get this project done. No one person gets credit for this amazing new facility. 
 
Comment From pittipat fl  
What kind of containers or cages will you put these bears in to transport them. They look way to heavy to carry. How far 
away is the enclosure from the pens they are now in? Hope you can give us a date soon. Love these bears and all of you.  
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 Dr. Dave:  
Luckily we have the new Polaris Ranger that will help us transport sedated bears from their current facility to the 
new enclosure. When the bears are eventually released, VDGIF will move the cubs in culvert traps and transport 

cages on the backs of trucks. 
 
Comment From Melinda in NC  
What an informative hour and a half!! Thanks WCV!  
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Thank you Dr. Dave for spending your valuable time with us this afternoon. It has very informative and we look forward 
to "moving" day.  
 
Comment From Doris  
Thanks for your time today Dr Dave....Our Hero!!!  
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Thanks so much, I have been working and watching as you move along. No wonder Dr Dave is Conogo's hero! Great 
explanations. This will be great archived information :) Thanks  
 
Comment From nhbird  
Thanks to you both, another excellent job!!!  
 
Comment From sue in CT  
great Q & A. thank you so much, i learned (again) so much. thank you WCV you are the best'est!  
 
Comment From Denise in PA  
Thank you both for sharing your knowledge and also for your dedication to the animals!  
 
Comment From 33mama  
What w wonderful tour! Thank you so much!  
 
Comment From CarolynSC  
Thanks so much! Very interesting and informative. So glad I made it in time today!  
 
Comment From dj  
I have to split....thank you so much, Dr. Dave and AA, for spending this time with us. So excited to see the bears here!  
 
Comment From Carol - NJ  
Thank you for your time Dr. Dave & Amanda, for the tour and answering our questions. You guys are the best!  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Thanks Dr. Dave, for all your time this afternoon ... I sure hope lots and lots of those burning questions were 
answered for everyone! Thanks so much to everyone for tuning in! As Dr. Dave said ... we sure HOPE we'll be 

finishing construction at the end of next week ... so ... two-three weeks from now, bears coming to a tree near this cam 
...  
 
And if you're just tuning in ... hope you'll scroll back to catch the whole session! TONS of good information here ... and 
chances are, your questions have been answered! We'll get this archived soon.  
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Congowings:  
Thank you Dr. Dave for answering so many questions. Appreciate you coming on to explain. Very excited over 
the new enclosure. What a great space the bears will have in the future. And thank you Amanda for the tour. 

 
Comment From         ๏   ๏)  
Dr. Dave and Amanda, thank you BEARY much for such a wonderful and educational after noon's discussion and tour! 
Kids LOVED it!  
 
Comment From Kali - TX  
thank you, dr dave, and amanda!  

 
Dr. Dave:  
Thanks for all the great questions, on-going interest, and of course support for all 17 bears at WCV. Stay tuned 
to see the cubs in the new enclosure .... hopefully sometime soon! 

 
Comment From GN  
You can get a lot more done if you don't care who gets the credit.  
 
Comment From Kali - TX  
now i see people leaving the center....  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And soon ... we will too! Night, all! 
 

Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Thank you Dr Dave for your time answering our bear questions. Can hardly wait to see them in their new facility!  
 
Comment From charlotte in va  
Know I'm late for Dr. Dave, but Amanda should be able to answer this for me.......I have read up on opossums on the 
internet, but can't seem to find if they hibernate during the colder winter months! ??  

 
 Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh -- nope! They are not one of the "true hibernators" in VA. They'll be somewhat active in the winter! 
 

 
Comment From Laurie Va. Bch  
Good Night..  

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Night! 
 

 


